Innovation is the development of a product, service, idea, process, or environment that ultimately yields value or utility. The Leading Transformative Innovation Roundtable is a gathering of intellectually curious people to explore and dialogue about ideas related to the social, scientific, environmental, economic and cultural challenges the world faces today. The Roundtable is a multi-disciplinary community of remarkable experts and inquisitive amateurs welcoming all with open minds and committed hearts. Presentations will be highly interactive, featuring engaging papers, concepts, and book reviews by exceptional thinkers, entrepreneurs, activists, and scholars, at the intersection of innovation and leadership. Papers and presentations from an intentionally biblical perspective are especially welcome. The goal is to inform and energize the conversation among those who use the power of ideas to change attitudes, lives, organizations, and ultimately, the world.

The Leading Transformative Innovation Roundtable welcomes the following:

- **Papers** – All papers will be considered for publication in the Regent University *Journal of Strategic Leadership*. Papers will conform to the submission guidelines of the *Journal of Strategic Leadership*. The Roundtable Chair welcomes opportunities to discuss potential paper topics and may be contacted at the address listed below.

- **Concept Discussion** – Roundtable participants are welcome to lead a concept discussion relative to innovation and leadership. Please submit a 300 word abstract of the proposed Concept Discussion topic to the Roundtable Chair.

- **Book Review** – Roundtable participants are welcome to review and lead a discussion regarding any new book (or article) that substantially informs innovation and leadership. Please submit a 300 word abstract of the proposed Book Review topic to the Roundtable Chair.

Final date for acceptance of papers and abstracts is **April 3, 2011**.

Please remit submissions, questions, and comments to:

Dr. Gary Oster  
Leading Transformative Innovation Roundtable Chair  
Regent University  
School of Global Leadership & Entrepreneurship  
1333 Regent University Drive, Suite #102  
Virginia Beach, VA 23464-5048  
757.352.4877  
garyost@regent.edu